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The "Società Europea di Edizioni S.p.A." is a registered listed company in Italy and

the publisher of the daily newspaper "Il Giornale" which is steeped in history. The

company also has three editorial departments in Milan and Rome with affiliated 

private printing centres spread across the country.
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Special requirements necessary in a

newspaper editorial system played a 

major role in the selection process for the

internal and external communication 

solution for "Il Giornale". The selected

solutions were tested in detail in order to

guarantee an especially high degree of

reliability, security, scalability, flexibility

and of course interoperability.

Publishers, editors, journalists, back 

office staff, graphic designers and emp-

loyees in the printing centres: they are

all players in a very complex production

process making access to communica-

tion tools necessary 365 days a year.

"During our 15 years of collaboration

with the company SEE as private tele-

phone service consultants and operator

of our internal communication structure,

it became obvious that even a tempora-

ry failure in our communication system

could prove to be a major problem in our

production process," indicates Paolo

Morini, Technical Director at ERT, 

innovaphone's partner company hand-

ling the project. 

The VoIP solution from innovaphone

was proposed as the new platform for the

future communication infrastructure with

the assurance that the innovaphone 

system could fulfil all requirements.

2008: The initial project

The initial assignment of the innovaphone

VoIP solution for "Il Giornale" goes back

to the year 2008. Dr Stefano Gaetani, 

responsible for Technical Services in the

publishing house and IT Manager at 

"Il Giornale" remembers, "Back then we

opened a new editorial office in Rome,

and relocating 30 employees to the new

offices resulted in the need for a new 

system. Our most important requirement

was to be able to use our internal tele-

phone connections at both locations 

during the entire move. We looked at 

several different solutions, at whether

both systems would definitely work side-

by-side and at whether smooth migration

of services from the old location to the

new location was possible.

The choice was made quite quickly in 

favour of the innovaphone solution. "Our
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experience with the innovaphone 

products has been very positive, " conti-

nues Dr Stefano Gaetani. "They serve us

well both as a simple Media Gateway and

as a pure IP telephone solution. We 

were also very content with the flexibility

that the solution provides us with for 

managing ISDN-Protocols with the exis-

ting TDM PBX, especially managing the

QSIG protocol. The results even excee-

ded our expectations both concerning the

quality of the solution and concerning the

effort needed for installation "

An IP6000 gateway was switched in

front of the existing PBX in order to

enable a VoIP connection between the

carrier and the TDM PBX. Incoming

calls should then be distributed and 

forwarded - either to the new location

where other new VoIP devices had

been installed, or to the existing PBX.

This ensured not only external communi-

cation during the entire move but also 

internal communication between the two

offices. The degree of interoperability

was thus much higher than just basic 

calling, also comprising call forwards and

access to voice mail services.

The installation was completed with the

introduction of a unified platform, consis-

ting of two IP6000 VoIP gateways as
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PBXs, configured as Master-Slave. 

These manage both the PRI interfaces to

the ISDN connection as well as three

BRIs and 30 innovaphone IP telephones

(IP240 and IP110).

2009: Continued project: standardisa-

tion of the central switchboard

Following the introduction of the VoIP 

solution at the publisher's offices in 

Rome, the opportunity to implement an

innovaphone VoIP system in Milan arose

with the necessity of installing new appli-

cations in the Milan offices.

"In 2009 we were looking for a solution

to bring together and enable smooth 

collaboration of the central switchboards

in the editorial offices in Rome and Milan

as well as interaction with an automatic

operator," Dr Stefano Gaetani describes

the situation. "Therefore the innovaphone

system was also installed in the Milan 

offices (two IP6000 VoIP gateways, two

IP telephones at central locations and

Voice Messaging applications on Com-

pact Flash for both editorial offices in 

Milan and Rome). This was successful

and resulted in an extremely high degree

of interoperability - despite the existing

very complex platform and a high volume

of data," continues Gaetani.

2012: Expansion of the VoIP services

at the Milan offices

Based on the fact that the company was

very satisfied with the innovaphone VoIP

solution, they decided to expand the 

installation in Milan. All users in the edito-

rial office should be connected to the 

system. Furthermore, the latest firmware

should be installed with the respective

applications.

Thanks to the excellent interoperability

of the innovaphone solution, the system

was coupled to the existing system in 

Milan and the services were installed 

without any interruption.

"The project was designed so that 

maximum availability and security are

guaranteed. Both locations were built 

as master-slave scenario", explains 

Paolo Bombelli, Technical Manager in

charge of commissioning the project.

"Overall the infrastructure now consists of

two IP6000 (Milan), 1 IP1060 (Rome), 2

IP800 (1 in Rome, 1 in Milan) and about

400 IP terminals (IP232, IP240, IP230,

IP110) with PBX licences, PBX Standby, 

Reporting and Voicemail.

In addition to activating the automatic

Operator, the internal telephone service

was also set up according to customer

specifications, enabling independent 

management of lines and extension 

numbers for each of the four company

groups. PBX services are available to 

all companies without limitation. 

"Furthermore several features were

implemented enabling even better 

external communication as well as 

communication amongst employees",

adds Paolo Bombelli. You can go via 

various menus to the Interactive Voice

Response on the Compact Flash. Each

is connected to various services: to

messaging services for managing the

newspaper archives and pre-orders.

Furthermore, the following applications

are available: a central telephone book

with internal and external contacts, a

Voicemail service with integrated Voice

to Email, a telco service as well as

Least-Cost-Routing services and GSM

modem to forward fixed line and mobile

calls. There is also an update server."

Looking to the future:

"In realising this important project we not

only use the possibility of replacing our

old telephone system with a modern VoIP

solution. We were also able to make the

most of the possibilities of internal 

company communication, despite the

actual distance between the offices.

Thanks to the unified voice-data network

we are now able to make use of the ser-

vices provided with the same advantages

at all locations", considers Paolo Morini.

"None of which would have been possib-

le in the past with the old system - and 

almost anything is possible with the new

generation system. The "how" makes the

difference for us - and that is why we 

decided on innovaphone. The new 

solution allows is to sit back, enjoy and

look to the future to see what technological

developments will follow."
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